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Dear UBS shareholders, UBS clients, UBS employees 
and Swiss taxpayers :
 

My name is Bradley C. Birkenfeld. You may know that some years ago, I risked everything in my professional  
career to expose the illegal conduct of UBS. The consequences of my actions were historical and they have changed 
Swiss banking forever. This was not motivated by money nor notoriety nor personal gain. My unprecedented 
actions as a Director at UBS in Geneva, Switzerland were done to expose the waste, fraud and corruption 
ingrained at UBS.
 

On March 15, 2021, I attended the UBS appeal in Paris, France as well as the UBS trial in Paris, France 
in 2019. I also gave sworn testimony and provided many UBS documents for this tax evasion and money 
laundering case to the French Magistrates in Paris, France in 2015. I am very well versed in the illegal conduct 
of UBS, the covert strategies they implemented and the UBS bankers’ aggressive tactics in France.
 

No matter what your personal opinion is of me and my actions, it is undeniable that I single-handedly 
brought about much needed change to Switzerland’s banking industry run by a corrupt system condoned and 
perpetuated by politicians, judges, regulators, accountants, lawyers, trustees and bankers. This must STOP !
 

UBS shareholders continue to bear the massive financial burden of extensive multi-million dollar fines and 
penalties imposed upon UBS (along with astronomical legal fees) for its continued illegal conduct around 
the world — why ? And why must Swiss taxpayers continue to be the ones to pay for the criminal activity 
of UBS (as these multi-million dollar fines and penalties may be claimed as tax write-offs in Switzerland) ?  
This must STOP !

I strongly suggest everyone reading this article to familiarize themselves with the facts and not be influenced 
by unsubstantiated rumor, biased reporting or clear falsehoods perpetuated by UBS and their lawyers. It is time 
for the UBS shareholders and Swiss taxpayers to say enough of these nefarious acts and the increased economic 
costs and reputational risk placed upon the Swiss people and their country.
 
Respectfully,  

Bradley C. Birkenfeld
Malta, 7. April 2021
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